Abstract. Recent results of Freitas, Kraus, Şengün and Siksek, give sufficient criteria for the asymptotic Fermat's Last Theorem to hold over a specific number field. Those works in turn build on many deep theorems in arithmetic geometry. In this paper we combine the aforementioned results with techniques from class field theory, the theory of p-groups and p-extensions, Diophantine approximation and linear forms in logarithms, to establish the asymptotic Fermat's Last Theorem for many infinite families of number fields, and for thousands of number fields of small degree. For example, we prove the effective asymptotic Fermat's Last Theorem for the infinite family of fields Q(ζ 2 r ) + where r ≥ 2.
Introduction
Let K be a number field, and let O K be its ring of integers. The Fermat equation with prime exponent p over K is the equation
A solution (a, b, c) of (1) is called trivial if abc = 0, otherwise non-trivial. The celebrated Fermat's Last Theorem, proved by Wiles [31] , asserts that the only solutions to (1) with K = Q and p ≥ 3 are the trivial ones. The same statement, but for p ≥ 5, was proved for Q( √ 2) by Jarvis and Meekin [14] , by Freitas and Siksek [10] for a handful of other real quadratic fields, and by Kraus [15] for the real cubic fields with discriminants 148, 404, 564, and the quartic field Q(ζ 16 
+ . The equation (1) defines a curve of gonality p − 1, and one can use this to show that there are non-trivial solutions over infinitely many number fields of degree ≤ p − 1. Therefore a sharp bound on p as in the works cited above does not exist for all number fields. This remains true even if we restrict ourselves to totally real number fields, as done for example in [9] and [15] . Indeed, the field Q tr , obtained by taking the union of all totally real fields inside a given algebraic closure of Q, is ample [21] . Thus for each fixed exponent p, the curve (1) has infinitely many points in Q tr . It thus becomes natural to consider the question asymptotically. The asymptotic Fermat's Last Theorem over K (or asymptotic FLT for short) is the statement that there is a bound B K , depending only on the field K, such that for all prime exponents p > B K , all solutions to (1) are trivial. If B K is effectively Conjecture. Let K be a number field. If ζ 3 ∉ K then the asymptotic Fermat's Last Theorem holds for K.
In [9] , Freitas and Siksek give a criterion for asymptotic FLT for totally real K. This criterion can be formulated in terms of the solutions of a certain S-unit equation, where S is the set of primes of K above 2, or equivalently in terms of elliptic curves defined over K having full 2-torsion, good reduction away from S and with specified behaviour at the primes in S. The proof builds on many deep results, including modularity lifting theorems over totally real fields due to Kisin, Gee and others, Merel's uniform boundedness theorem, and Faltings' theorem for rational points on curves of genus ≥ 2. In [22] , Şengün and Siksek establish a similar criterion for asymptotic FLT for a general number field K, subject to two standard conjectures. In this paper we build on these results, and with the help of class field theory, the theory of p-groups and p-extensions, Diophantine approximation and linear forms in logarithms, we establish asymptotic FLT for many infinite families of number fields, and for thousands of number fields of small degree. We remark that class field theory, and theory of cyclotomic fields, was once considered the key to Fermat's Last Theorem [16] . That approach was dramatically surpassed by the ideas of Frey, Serre, Ribet and Wiles. This paper demonstrates that class field theory still has a rôle to play in the beautiful story of Fermat.
A Conjecture of Kraus. This paper is inspired by the following conjecture.
Conjecture (Kraus [15] ). Let K be a totally real number field with narrow class number 1. Suppose 2 is totally ramified in K and write P for the unique prime above 2. Then there are no elliptic curves over K with full 2-torsion and conductor P.
Kraus showed that his conjecture implies asymptotic FLT for such K. One objective of this paper is to prove Kraus' conjecture in the following strengthened form. Theorem 1. Let ℓ be a rational prime. Let K be a number field satisfying the following conditions:
(i) Q(ζ ℓ ) ⊆ K, where ζ ℓ is a primitive ℓ-th root of unity;
(ii) K has a unique prime λ above ℓ; (iii) gcd(h 3 are conditional on two standard conjectures. We postpone the precise statements of the two conjectures till Section 4, and now only briefly mention what they are.
• Conjecture 4.1: this is a weak version of Serre's modularity conjecture over general number fields.
• Conjecture 4.2: this is a conjecture in the Langlands Programme which says that every weight 2 newform over K with rational integer Hecke eigenvalues has an associated elliptic curve over K or a fake elliptic curve over K.
Before stating our main results, we need to introduce some notation. For a number field K, we denote the class group by Cl(K) and the narrow class group by Cl + (K). Their orders are respectively the class number h K , and the narrow class number h + K . The class number h K is the degree of the Hilbert class field, which is the largest abelian everywhere unramified extension of K. The narrow class number h + K is the degree of the narrow class field, which is the largest abelian extension of K unramified at all the finite places. We shall write h + K,2 for the largest power of 2 dividing h + K . This the degree of the narrow Hilbert 2-class field of K, which is the largest abelian 2-extension of K unramified at all the finite places. The degree h + K,2 is of course also the order of the 2-Sylow subgroup of Cl + (K). For an ideal P of O K we denote its class in Cl (i) If K is totally real, then the asymptotic FLT holds over K. Moreover, if all elliptic curves over K with full 2-torsion are modular, then the effective asymptotic FLT holds over K. (ii) If K has at least one complex embedding, and we assume Conjectures 4.1 and 4.2 over K then the asymptotic FLT holds over K.
We can substantially strengthen the conclusion by adding one more assumption to the theorem. By a 2-extension K ′ of K we mean a Galois extension of K whose degree is a power of 2.
Theorem 3. Let K be a number field satisfying the following three hypotheses:
(a) 2 is totally ramified in K;
where P is the unique prime above 2; (c) h K is odd. Let K ′ K be any 2-extension unramified away from P (and in particular unramified at the infinite places).
(i) If K ′ is totally real, then the asymptotic FLT holds over K ′ . Moreover, if all elliptic curves over K ′ with full 2-torsion are modular, then the effective asymptotic FLT holds over
′ has at least one complex embedding, and we assume Conjectures 4.1 and 4.2 over K ′ then the asymptotic FLT holds over K ′ .
We immediately obtain the following easy consequence of Theorem 3. Let r ≥ 2, and let ζ 2 r be a primitive 2 r -th root of unity. Write Q(ζ 2 r ) + for the maximal totally real subfield of the cyclotomic field Q(ζ 2 r ). We now give a few consequences of Theorem 3. Corollary 1.2. Let K be a totally real number field satisfying (a), (b), (c). Write K r for the compositum K ⋅ Q(ζ 2 r ) + . Then the asymptotic FLT holds for K r .
We note that the family {K r } are the layers in the Z 2 -cyclotomic extension of K. Of course K = Q does satisfy (a), (b), (c). Here we can be more precise. Proof. For effectivity, we observe that Q(ζ 2 r ) + is contained in the Z 2 -extension of Q, and that modularity of elliptic curves over Z p -extensions of Q has been established by Thorne [28] .
+ is respectively Q and Q( √ 2) for r = 2, 3. In these cases Corollary 1.3 is known in the stronger (non-asymptotic) form and is due respectively to Wiles [31] and to Jarvis and Meekin [14] , as previously mentioned. For r = 4 and 5, it is proved by Kraus [15, Théorème 9] with B K = 3 and B K = 6724 respectively. Corollary 1.4. Let K Q be a 2-extension unramified away from 2 and ∞. If K has at least one complex embedding, assume Conjectures 4.1 and 4.2 over K. Then the asymptotic FLT holds for K.
Proof. The fact that such K satisfies conditions (a), (b) is a result of Marksaȋtis [19] (we do however reprove this as Corollary 2.4). 
) for some prime ℓ ≡ 3 (mod 8). In particular, for such K, the asymptotic FLT holds over
The proof of this corollary is given in Section 7. We remark in passing that the only imaginary quadratic fields that satisfy conditions (a), (b), (c) are K = Q(i) and K = Q( √ −2), as we explain in Section 7. Applying Theorem 2 to these two fields will merely give special cases of Corollary 1.4, however the stronger form of FLT over these fields has already been established by Turcas [29] , subject only to Conjecture 4.1.
After the quadratic case, we establish asymptotic FLT for a very explicit infinite family of totally real cubic fields. This is done in Section 8.
Theorem 4. Let K be a totally real cubic field satisfying the following three conditions:
(i) 2 is either totally ramified or inert in K;
(ii) 3 ramifies in K;
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(iii) the discriminant ∆ K is non-square (i.e. the Galois group of the normal closure of K is S 3 ). Then the asymptotic Fermat's Last Theorem holds for K. Corollary 1.6. There is a positive proportion of totally cubic real fields (ordered by discriminant) satisfying asymptotic FLT.
Proof. This now follows from [2, Theorem 8] and [8] .
The previous series of results establish asymptotic FLT over infinitely many number fields. It is natural to wonder if we can establish asymptotic FLT over some number field of every possible degree. We are able to give an affirmative though conditional answer.
Theorem 5. Let n ≥ 2 be an integer. There are infinitely many number fields of degree n for which the asymptotic FLT holds subject to Conjectures 4.1 and 4.2.
Moreover, if n = 2 k with k ≥ 1 or n = 3 then there are infinitely many totally real fields of degree n for which asymptotic FLT holds (unconditionally).
Proof. For the second statement we take the fields K r in Corollary 1.5 for varying ℓ, plus Corollary 1.6. Thus we suppose n ≥ 5. By Theorem 2 all we need to do is show that there are infinitely many number fields of degree n such that 2 is totally ramified and having odd narrow class number. For this we need a special case of a remarkable theorem of Ho, Shankar and Varma [12, Theorem 4] . Let M Q 2 be any totally ramified extension of degree n; for example M = Q 2 ( n √ 2). Let r 2 ≥ 1, and r 1 = n − 2r 2 . The theorem of Ho, Shankar and Varma asserts the existence of infinitely many number fields K of degree n, signature (r 1 , r 2 ), and odd narrow class number, satisfying that K ⊗ Q 2 = M .
A Computational Criterion for Asymptotic FLT. The third objective of this paper is to provide a computationally viable criterion for establishing asymptotic FLT over specific number fields. The papers [9] and [22] give computational criteria for asymptotic FLT in terms of the solutions of a certain S-unit equation. There are algorithms for determining the solutions to S-unit equations (e.g. [25, Chapter IX] ). However these algorithms require knowledge of the full unit group O × K of the number field K. Provably determining the full unit group seems to be a computationally hard problem, and is impractical in current implementations (e.g. Magma [3] , Pari/GP [20] ) if the degree is much larger than 20. It is however much easier to determine a subgroup V (say) of the unit group O × K of full rank ( [5] , [7] , [11] ). Moreover, once one has a subgroup V of full rank, it is easy [1, Section 5.3] for any given prime p to p-saturate V , i.e. to replace V by a larger subgroup of O × K whose index is coprime to p. The following theorem gives a criterion for asymptotic FLT that assumes knowledge not of the full unit group but only of a subgroup of full rank that is 2-saturated. Theorem 6. Let K be a number field with one prime P above 2. Let V be a subgroup of O Theorem 6 is proved in Section 6. We remark that the criterion of the theorem is easy to test computationally. One simply computes U as the kernel of the natural map V → (O K 16P) × , and then tests whether each element in a chosen generating set is a square. As an illustration, let
The polynomial f n is monic, belongs to Z[x], and defines a number field
that is totally real and in which 2 totally ramifies (Lemma 10.1). Our computational criterion establishes asymptotic Fermat over [22] ) give criteria for asymptotic FLT over certain number fields conditional on properties of the solutions of a specific S-unit equation. Whilst the S-unit equation is treated by ad hoc methods in [9] , [22] , and by class field theory for much of this paper, the principal method of studying S-unit equations is through Diophantine analysis (e.g. [25] ). The final objective of this paper is to demonstrate that the methods of Diophantine analysis can be useful in attacking asymptotic FLT over number fields.
Theorem 7. Let ℓ ≡ 1 (mod 24) be a prime. The asymptotic FLT holds over Q( √ ℓ).
The proof is given in Sections 11-12. We remark that the family of quadratic fields treated in this theorem is disjoint from those treated in [9] or in the previous parts of this paper. Indeed, in the family treated in Theorem 7, the prime 2 splits, whereas both in [9] and in earlier parts of this paper, the focus is on number fields with exactly one prime above 2. That assumption is essential for the arguments of [9] , and appears essential to the class field theoretic arguments of this paper.
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Lemma 2.1. Let G be a p-group. Then every maximal subgroup of G is normal of index p.
We will denote the Frattini subgroup of a finite group G by Φ = Φ(G); this is defined as the intersection of all maximal subgroups of G. The following is known as the Burnside basis theorem [26, Theorem 2.1.16].
r for some r, and so can be considered as an r-dimensional F p -vector space. Let x 1 , . . . , x s ∈ G and write y i = x i Φ(G) ∈ G Φ(G). Then G = ⟨x 1 , . . . , x s ⟩ if and only if y 1 , . . . , y s span G Φ(G). In particular, G can be generated by r elements.
Corollary 2.2. Let G be a p-group, and write G ′ for its derived subgroup. Suppose G G ′ is cyclic. Then G is cyclic and G ′ = 1.
Proof. By Theorem 8 we know that G Φ(G) is abelian, and thus
Finally we shall need the following standard result from Galois theory for which we are unable to find a convenient reference.
. By the Galois correspondence and the hypotheses we have
where the quotients G H and H I are p-groups. We are required to show that G is a p-group. Since #G = #H ⋅ # Gal(L K) it is sufficient to show that H is a p-group.
For σ ∈ G, we note that Gal(N M σ ) = σIσ −1 . Observe, as H is normal in G, that σIσ −1 ⊴ H and the quotient H σIσ −1 is isomorphic to H I, and so is a pgroup. As N K is the Galois closure of M K, we know that N is generated by the fields M σ , and so ∩σIσ −1 = 1. Therefore the natural map
is an injection. As the group on the right is a p-group, H is also a p-group.
Let K be a number field. Recall that the Hilbert class field is the largest abelian everywhere unramified extension of K; its degree is the class number, which we denote by h K . The narrow Hilbert class field of K is the maximal abelian extension of K unramified away from the infinite places; its degree is the narrow Hilbert class number which we denote by h + K . We would like to thank Hendrik Lenstra for drawing our attention to the following result. Part (a) is a result of Iwasawa [13] (a proof is also found in [30, Theorem 10.4] ). Part (b) is a straightforward generalization.
Theorem 9. Let K be a number field and let q be a finite prime of K.
(a) Suppose p ∤ h K . Let K ′ K be a p-extension unramified away from q (and in particular, unramified at the infinite places). Then q is totally ramified in K ′ and p ∤ h K ′ .
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be a p-extension unramified away from q and the infinite places. Then q is totally ramified in K ′ and p ∤ h
This is a Galois degree p extension of K. As H contains I, the extension K ′′ K is unramified at some prime q ′′ above q (and below q ′ ). But K ′′ K is Galois, and so it is unramified at all the primes above q. It follows that K ′′ K is a cyclic degree p extension unramified away from the infinite places, contradicting p ∤ h + K . Therefore q is totally ramified in K ′ . To complete the proof we would like to show that p ∤ h + K ′ . Suppose otherwise. So there is a cyclic degree p extension L K ′ unramified away from the infinite places. Now let M K be the Galois closure of L K. This is a p-extension by Lemma 2.3, and it is unramified away from q and the infinite places. It follows from the first part that q is totally ramified in
′ is unramified at any prime above q giving a contradiction.
The following is a result of Marksaȋtis [19] . It is immediate from part (b) of Theorem 9.
Corollary 2.4. Let K Q be a 2-extension unramified away from 2, ∞. Then K has odd narrow class number and 2 totally ramifies in K.
Proof of Theorem 1
Let ℓ be a rational prime. Let K be a number field satisfying conditions (i)-(iii) of Theorem 1. In particular, there is a unique prime λ of K above ℓ. Let G K = Gal(K K) be and I λ ⊂ G K an inertia subgroup at λ.
Before we prove the theorem, let us highlight the core idea. We will work by contradiction, so suppose there is an elliptic curve E K that is a counterexample to the theorem. We show the existence of a quadratic twist F K such that the
that is, the global image of ρ F,ℓ is equal to the image of a local Galois group. In general, a global image is huge whilst a local image is much smaller, so this situation is prone to a contradiction, which we will show to happen in our setting.
We now prove the theorem. Suppose there is an elliptic curve E K having a K-rational ℓ-isogeny, good reduction away from λ, and potentially multiplicative reduction at λ.
Claim: there is a quadratic twist
is an ℓ-extension for all n ≥ 1. We first show how this claim implies the theorem. Indeed, by the criterion of Néron-Ogg-Shafarevich [24, Proposition IV. Let n ≥ 1 and consider
and its inertia subgroup at λ is ρ F,ℓ n (I λ ). As the extension is totally ramified, we have
However, the latter group is reducible by the theory of the Tate curve (see [24, Exercise V.5.13]). As F does not have complex multiplication (it has a multiplicative prime) this contradicts Serre's open image theorem [23, Chapter IV] for sufficiently large n. (Note that taking the limit on n leads to the equality of ℓ-adic representations as in the discussion above.)
It remains to establish our claim. The curve E has potentially multiplicative reduction at λ, and the theory of the Tate curve (c.f. [24, Exercises V.5.11 and V.5.13]) gives a precise description of the restriction of the representation ρ E,ℓ to the decomposition group D λ :
where χ ℓ is the modulo ℓ cyclotomic character, and η is a character of D λ which is trivial or quadratic. Moreover, the (local) twist E ⊗ η is an elliptic curve defined over K λ having split multiplicative reduction at λ. As E has a K-rational ℓ-isogeny, the mod ℓ representation is reducible:
It follows from the criterion of Néron-OggShafarevich that φ and ψ are unramified except possibly at λ and the infinite places. By assumption (i), the mod ℓ cyclotomic character is trivial on G K . From (3) we have φ I λ = ψ I λ = η I λ is of order dividing 2. Thus φ ψ and φ 2 are characters of G K of order dividing ℓ − 1 that are unramified away from the infinite places. By assumption (iii), the narrow class number h + K is coprime to ℓ − 1, thus φ ψ = φ 2 = 1. Hence φ = ψ is a quadratic character of G K . We let F be the (global) quadratic twist E ⊗ φ. Now F K has conductor λ, and
To complete the proof of our claim we need to show that ρ F,ℓ n (G K ) is an ℓ-group for all n. Consider the commutative diagram
where π is the reduction modulo ℓ map. From this we deduce the exact sequence
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We know already that ρ F,ℓ (G K ) is an ℓ-group. Thus it is sufficient to show that ker(π) is an ℓ-group. However,
We see that # ker(π) = ℓ 4n−4 , proving our claim, and completing the proof.
Criteria for Asymptotic FLT
Freitas and Siksek [9] give a criterion for the asymptotic FLT over a totally real field K in terms of solutions to a certain S-unit equation. Şengün and Siksek [22] give similar criterion for general number fields, assuming standard conjectures that we state below. In this section we state these results, and then show that they can be sharpened for number fields where 2 is totally ramified.
Here f (P 2) denotes the residual degree of P. The ring of S-integers is
S , and let S 3 be the subgroup of PGL 2 (K) given by
As explained in [9, Section 6] , there is an action of S 3 on the solutions to (5) given by σ(λ, µ) = (σ(λ), 1 − σ(λ)) for σ ∈ S 3 . The solutions (2, −1), (−1, 2), (1 2, 1 2) form an orbit under the action of S 3 that we call the irrelevant orbit. Other solutions are called relevant.
A criterion of asymptotic FLT over totally real fields. The following is (a special case of) Theorem 3 of [9] . Theorem 10. Let K be a totally real field and let S, T and U be as (4) . Suppose that either T ≠ ∅ or [K ∶ Q] is odd. Suppose that for every solution (λ, µ) to the S-unit equation (5) there is (A) either some P ∈ T that satisfies max{ ord P (λ) , ord P (µ) } ≤ 4 ord P (2). (B) or some P ∈ U that satisfies both max{ ord P (λ) , ord P (µ) } ≤ 4 ord P (2), and ord P (λµ) ≡ ord P (2) (mod 3).
Then the asymptotic FLT holds over K.
A criterion of asymptotic FLT over general fields. For now K will be a general number field-by general we simply mean that we do not require it to be totally real. We will soon state a theorem of Şengün and Siksek [22] which gives a criterion for asymptotic FLT over general number fields. This criterion is dependent on two standard conjectures which we now state in precise form. However we do not apply the conjectures directly, and so we omit any further discussion of them; instead we recommend the exposition of these conjectures in [22, as well the references cited therein. The first conjecture is a special case of Serre's modularity conjecture over K.
be an odd, irreducible, continuous representation with Serre conductor N (prime-to-p part of its Artin conductor) and such that det(ρ) = χ p is the mod p cyclotomic character. Assume that p is unramified in K and that ρ G Kp arises from a finite-flat group scheme over O p for every prime p p. Then there is a (weight 2) mod p eigenform θ over K of level N such that for all primes q coprime to pN , we have
where T q denotes the Hecke operator at q.
We point out that the condition det(ρ) = χ p is inadvertently omitted in [22] . The second conjecture is in essence a generalization of the Eichler-Shimura theorem for rational weight 2 eigenforms. Conjecture 4.2. Let f be a (weight 2) complex eigenform over K of level N that is non-trivial and new. If K has some real place, then there exists an elliptic curve E f K, of conductor N , such that
If K is totally complex, then there exists either an elliptic curve E f of conductor N satisfying (6) or a fake elliptic curve A f K, of conductor N 2 , such that
The following is Theorem 1.1 of [22] .
Theorem 11. Let K be a number field over which Conjectures 4.1 and 4.2 hold. Let S, T be as in (4). Suppose T ≠ ∅. Suppose that for every solution (λ, µ) to the S-unit equation (5) there is some P ∈ T that satisfies max{ ord P (λ) , ord P (µ) } ≤ 4 ord P (2). Then the asymptotic FLT holds over K.
A simplification when #S = 1. The following proposition is a simplification and strengthening of the ideas in [9, Section 6], under the additional hypothesis that the set S has precisely one element. It allows us to simplify the condition on the S-unit equation in Theorems 10 and 11. The proof makes use of ideas found in the proof of [15, Lemme 1].
Proposition 4.3. Let K be a number field with precisely one prime P above 2, and let S = {P}. The following are equivalent.
(i) There is an elliptic curve E K with full 2-torsion and conductor P.
(ii) There is an elliptic curve E K with full 2-torsion, potentially good reduction away from P, and potentially good multiplicative reduction at P.
(iii) There is a solution (λ, µ) to the S-unit equation (5) with ord P (µ) = 0 and ord P (λ) > 4 ord P (2). (iv) There is a solution (λ, µ) to the S-unit equation (5) with max{ ord P (λ) , ord P (µ) } > 4 ord P (2).
Proof. Clearly (iii) implies (iv). If we have a solution as in (iv), we simply observe that we can produce a solution satisfying (iii) by applying a suitable element of S 3 . This proves the equivalence of (iii) and (iv). Clearly (i) implies (ii). To complete the proof it is enough to show that (ii) implies (iii) and that (iii) implies (i).
We suppose (ii). The elliptic curve E has the form
with a, b ∈ K and ab(a + b) ≠ 0. Let c = −a − b. Then a + b + c = 0. Applying a permutation to a, b, c allows us to suppose that ord P (b) ≥ ord P (c) ≥ ord P (a). If this permutation is cyclic then the resulting elliptic curve is isomorphic to our original model, and if non-cyclic then it is a quadratic twist by −1.
The quadratic twist of E by −a is
and also has potentially multiplicative reduction at P and potentially good reduction away from P. In the usual notation, the invariants of E ′ are
If q is a prime ∤ 2 then ord q (j) ≥ 0, and we easily check from the above formulae that this forces ord q (λ) = ord q (µ) = ord q (∆) = 0. If ord P (λ) = 0 then, by (7), ord P (1 − λ) = 0 and so ord P (j) > 0 giving a contradiction. Thus ord P (λ) = t with t > 0, and as µ = 1 − λ, we have ord P (µ) = 0. Since ord P (j) = 8 ⋅ ord P (2) − 2t < 0 we have ord P (λ) = t > 4 ord P (2). This proves that (ii) implies (iii). We now suppose (λ, µ) are as in (iii). We let E ′ be the elliptic curve given by (8) . This model is integral and has good reduction at all q ∤ 2. As ord P (λ) > 4 ord P (2), Hensel's Lemma shows that the expressions λ 2 − λ + 1, 1 − λ 2, 1 − 2λ and 1 + λ are all P-adic squares. Thus −c 4 c 6 is an P-adic square. By [24, Theorem V.5.3] the elliptic curve E ′ has split multiplicative reduction at P. This shows that (iii) implies (i).
Theorem 12. Let K be a number field. If K has complex embeddings, assume Conjectures 4.1 and 4.2. Suppose 2 is totally ramified in K and let P be the prime above 2. Suppose there is no elliptic curve E K with full 2-torsion and conductor P. Then the asymptotic FLT holds over K.
Proof. Here S = T = {P}. By Proposition 4.3, as there is no elliptic curve with full 2-torsion and conductor P, every solution to (5) satisfies max{ ord P (λ) , ord P (µ) } ≤ 4 ord P (2). The theorem follows from Theorem 10 if K is totally real, and from Theorem 11 otherwise. 
Proof of Theorem 2
Let K be a number field. The narrow Hilbert p-class field of K is the maximal abelian p-extension of K unramified away from the finite places. This is a subextension of the narrow Hilbert class field of degree p
σ unramified at all finite places, and so must be equal. It follows that M K is Galois. We remark that M K is a p-extension (Lemma 2.3) unramified at all finite places.
Let
′ is an abelian p-extension of K unramified at the finite places and so is contained in L. It
is trivial, and so M = L as required.
Proposition 5.2. Let K is a number field with exactly one prime P above 2. Let L be the narrow Hilbert 2-class field of K. The following are equivalent.
(i) There exists a finite extension M K with unique prime above 2 and odd narrow class number. (ii) L has unique prime above 2. (iii) L has a unique prime above 2 and odd narrow class number.
Proof. Suppose (i) is satisfied. Then LM is a 2-extension of M unramified away from the infinite places. Thus LM = M , and so L ⊆ M . In particular, L has a unique prime above 2. Thus (ii) is satisfied. Now suppose (ii) is satisfied. As P is unramified in L, and there is a unique prime above P, we see that P is inert in L. Thus Gal(L K) is equal to the decomposition group at P which is cyclic. By Lemma 5.1 we know that L has odd narrow class number and so (iii) is satisfied. Clearly, (iii) implies both (i) and (ii) so we have now proved the equivalence of (i), (ii), (iii).
We complete the proof by showing that (ii) and (iv) are equivalent. Let N be the narrow class field of K. We consider the Artin map for the extension N K. This is an isomorphism θ ∶ Cl + (K) → Gal(N K), sending [P] to the Frobenius element Frob N K,P . We compose this with the natural restriction map φ ∶ Gal(N K) ↠ Gal(L K). Let H be the 2-Sylow subgroup of Gal(N K), and H ′ be the maximal subgroup of odd order. 
Then there is no elliptic curve E K with a K-point of order 2, good reduction away from P, and potentially multiplicative reduction at P.
Proof. Let L be the narrow 2-class field of K. By Proposition 5.2 the number field L has one prime λ above 2 and odd narrow class number. Suppose there is an elliptic curve E K as in the statement. Recall that good reduction and potentially multiplicative reduction are preserved by base change. Therefore, the curve E L has an L-point of order 2, good reduction away from λ, and potentially multiplicative reduction at λ. Now Theorem 1 applied over L with ℓ = 2 gives a contradiction.
Proof of Theorem 2. Theorem 2 follows immediately from Theorem 12
together with Corollary 5.3.
Proof of Theorem 3
In this section K, P satisfy assumptions (a), (b), (c) of Theorem 3. Moreover, K ′ K is a 2-extension that is unramified away from P (and in particular, unramified at the infinite places). By the first part of Theorem 9, the prime P is totally ramified in K ′ , and thus 2 is totally ramified in K ′ . We stress that it is here that we have made use of the fact that h K is odd (assumption (c)). We denote by P ′ the unique prime of K ′ above 2. Next we let L be the narrow 2-class field of K. As assumptions (a), (b) are satisfied, Proposition 5.2 tells that h + L is odd, and L has unique prime q (say) above 2. Let L ′ = LK ′ . As K ′ K is a 2-extension unramified away from P, the extension L ′ L is a 2-extension unramified away from q. Now we apply the second part of Theorem 9 to the extension L ′ L to deduce that h + L ′ is odd, and that there is a unique prime q ′ say above q (and so q ′ is the unique prime of L ′ above 2). In particular, by Theorem 1, there is no elliptic curve E L ′ with an L ′ -rational point of order 2 and conductor q ′ . As L ′ ⊇ K ′ , it follows (as in the proof of Corollary 5.3) that there is no elliptic curve E K ′ with K ′ -rational point of order 2 and conductor P ′ . The proof is completed by applying Theorem 12 with K ′ and P ′ instead of K and P.
Example. We give an example to illustrate the importance of assumption (c) for proof of Theorem 3. Let K = Q(α) be the totally real quartic field with α satisfying α 4 −10α 2 −8α+7 = 0. Then 2 totally ramifies in K and we denote the prime above 2 by P. We checked using the computer algebra package Magma that Cl + (K) is cyclic of order 4 generated by [P] . Thus asymptotic FLT holds for K by Theorem 2.
However h K = 2, and so condition (c) is not satisfied. The Hilbert class field of K is in fact the quadratic extension K( √ 2) = K ⋅ Q(ζ 8 ) + . Of course P is not ramified in this extension, and so by Proposition 5.2 it is inert. It follows that the unique prime P r above 2 in K r = K ⋅ Q(ζ 2 r ) + has residue field F 4 for all r. We are therefore unable to apply Theorem 12 (with K r in place of K). By [9, Theorem 3] if there is an non-trivial solution to the Fermat equation over K r with p suitably large, and we allow ourselves to assume a suitable Eichler-Shimura conjecture, then 15 there is an elliptic curve F K r with full 2-torsion and good reduction away from P r . However, this result does not specify potentially multiplicative reduction at P r when the residue field is not F 2 .
Proof of Corollary 1.5
In this section K is a quadratic field (real or imaginary). We want to understand when K satisfies conditions (a), (b), (c) of Theorem 3. We start by recalling some basic facts from genus theory, following [17, Section 1.3.1]. Let D be the discriminant of K. The prime discriminants are the integers −4, 8, −8, and (−1) (ℓ−1) 2 ℓ, where ℓ is an odd prime. The discriminant D can be written as a product D = d 1 d 2 ⋯d t where the d j are prime discriminants, and this factorization is unique up to reordering. The 2-ranks of the class group and the narrow class group of K have convenient expressions in terms of this factorization:
For the remainder of this section we assume that 2 ramifies in K, i.e. condition (a). After reordering the d j if necessary, we have
The following is immediate from (9). It then follows in this case that Cl 
we would like to show that [a] ∈ Cl + (K) [2] . As h K is odd, a r = α ⋅ O K for some non-zero α ∈ O K with r odd. Then a 2r = α 2 O K and α 2 is totally positive, and so
Application of Theorem 3 to Quadratic Fields. We shall prove Corollary 1.5. The second part of the corollary follows from the first part and Theorem 3 as the fields K r are totally real 2-extensions of K. We now prove the first part. For this we would like to know all real quadratic fields satisfying conditions (a), (b), (c) in the statement of Theorem 3. By Lemmas 7.1 and 7.2 we see these are the fields Q( √ 2) and Q( √ d) where d = ℓ or d = 2ℓ and ℓ ≡ 3 (mod 4) is a prime. Moreover, from the second part of Lemma 7.2, we see that to prove the corollary it is enough to show that [P] generates Cl [2] . However the class number is odd, so P must be principal. We may write P = βO K , with β = a + b √ d > 0 where a, b ∈ Z. Since ℓ ≡ 3 (mod 4), quadratic reciprocity implies the norm of any unit is 1, and so every unit is totally positive or totally negative. Our positive generator β for P is therefore unique up to multiplication by a totally positive unit. Thus [P] has order 2 in Cl + (K) if and only if β < 0, where
Thus 
Proof of Theorem 4
In this section K is a totally real cubic field with 2 either totally ramified or inert, 3 ramified, and ∆ K (the discriminant) a non-square. We would like to show that K satisfies asymptotic FLT. For this we will apply Theorem 10. Write P for the unique prime above 2. In the notation of that theorem (c.f. (4)), we have
We shall show that conditions (A), (B) of Theorem 10 respectively hold for all solutions (λ, µ) to the S-unit equation (5) according to whether we are in case (I) or (II). Note that the action of S 3 on (λ, µ) preserves the value max{ ord P (λ) , ord P (µ) }, and also the residue class of ord P (λµ) modulo 3. Thus need only show that conditions (A), (B) hold for a representative of each S 3 -orbit. Now for a solution (λ, µ) we may apply a suitable element of S 3 so that
If µ ∈ Q, then µ is a unit in Z and so µ = ±1 which gives (λ, µ) = (2, −1) which satisfies (A), (B) respectively for cases (I), (II). We therefore suppose µ ∉ Q and so K = Q(µ). The minimal polynomial of µ has the form
for some a, b ∈ Z. Write ∆ f for the discriminant of f . Then
Recall that 3 ∆ K and ∆ K is not a square. Therefore 3 ∆ f and ∆ f is not a square.
Note that the minimal polynomial for λ = 1 − µ is −f (1 − X) as λ ∈ Q; therefore its constant coefficient must be − Norm(λ). We deduce
The discriminant ∆ f is now an expression that depends on only a, n, η 1 , η 2 ; we denote this by ∆(a, n, η 1 , η 2 ). Let a 0 ∈ {0, 1, 2}, n 0 ∈ {0, 1} satisfy a ≡ a 0 (mod 3), n ≡ n 0 (mod 2). Note that 2 n ≡ 2 n0 (mod 3). Thus
We computed ∆(a 0 , n 0 , η 1 , η 2 ) for the 24 possible (a 0 , n 0 , η 1 , η 2 ) with a 0 ∈ {0, 1, 2}, n 0 ∈ {0, 1} and η 1 , η 2 ∈ {1, −1}. We found ∆(a 0 , n 0 , η 1 , η 2 ) ≡ 0 (mod 3) for precisely the following two possibilities
In particular η 2 = −1.
Case (I). We will show condition (A) of Theorem 10 holds, that is m ≤ 12. In fact we prove the stronger m ≤ 5. Thus we suppose m ≥ 6. In particular µ = 1 − λ ≡ 1 (mod 4O K ) and so −1 = η 2 = Norm(µ) ≡ 1 (mod 4) giving a contradiction.
Case (II). In this case
, and so
So suppose m = 0, and so n = 0, and thus n 0 = 0. From (10) we deduce η 1 = −1.
We find that
This contradicts the fact that ∆ f is not a square, and completes the proof of Theorem 4.
Proof of Theorem 6
We merely have to prove (A). Parts (B), (C) follow from (A) and Theorem 12. Before proving (A) we will take a closer look at U . We suppose U , V satisfy the hypotheses of the theorem: the index [O × K ∶ V ] is finite and odd, and every element of U is a square. Let
Then U is contained in W and we claim that the index [W ∶ U ] is finite and odd. Indeed, W is the kernel of the natural map O
× , and U is the kernel of the restriction of this map to V . Consider the commutative diagram
The snake lemma immediately gives W U ≅ O 
] is a power of 2, and the index [W ∶ U ] is odd, we see that W is also contained in (O × K ) 2 . We have now established our claim that every element of W is a square.
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We turn to the proof of (A). Suppose (A) is false. By Proposition 4.3 there is a solution (λ, µ) to the S-unit equation satisfying (11) ord P (µ) = 0, ord P (λ) > 4 ord P (2).
As there are only finitely many solutions to the S-unit equation, we may suppose that (λ, µ) satisfies (11) with the value of ord P (λ) as large as possible. Observe that µ ∈ O × K . Moreover, µ = 1 − λ and so µ ≡ 1 (mod 16P). Thus µ ∈ W . It follows that µ = ε 2 for some ε ∈ O × K . We may therefore rewrite (5) as (1 + ε)(1 − ε) = λ. Hence (12) 1
Here
Moreover, by interchanging −ε with ε if necessary, we may suppose that ord P (λ 1 ) ≥ ord P (λ 2 ).
Now from (12) we have
We immediately deduce that
Multiplying the equations in (13) and rearranging we have
Here we have a new solution (λ ′ , µ ′ ) to the S-unit equation (5). Moreover,
where the last inequality follows from (11) . This contradicts the maximality of ord P (λ) and completes the proof.
Examples and Comparisons
We wrote a short Magma implementation of the criterion of Theorem 6. We would of course like to compare this criterion with the criterion of Theorem 2. For n ≥ 3 let F n be the set of totally real fields of degree n, discriminant ≤ 10 6 , in which 2 totally ramifies. By the theorem of Odlyzko (quoted in [27, Proposition 2.3]),
29.009
n ⋅ exp (−8.3185) < 10 6 .
It follows that 3 ≤ n ≤ 6. We were able to find the complete sets F 3 , F 4 , F 5 , F 6 in the John Jones Number Field Database [18] . It turns out that F 6 is empty, so we focus on degree 3, 4, 5. We define the following sets.
• Let G n be the set of K ∈ F n such that h + K is odd.
• Let H n be the set of K ∈ F n such that [P] ∈ Cl + (K) has order divisible by h + K,2 and h K is odd.
• Let I n be the set of K ∈ F n such that [P] ∈ Cl + (K) has order divisible by
• Let J n be the set of K ∈ F n such that every element of U is a square (where we take
Of course G n ⊆ H n ⊆ I n . We know the asymptotic FLT holds for any K belonging to I n or J n , thanks to Theorems 2 and 6. We computed these sets using our Magma implementation. The results are summarised in the table.
n #F n #G n #H n #I n #J n  3 8600 3488 3488 3488 7653  4 1243  1  428  446 1039  5  23  13  13  13  22 We make the following observations. (I) As 2 is totally ramified in all these fields, 2O K = P n . If n = 3, 5, then the order of
(II) For n = 3, 4, 5, we found that I n ⊂ J n . An explanation for this is given by Lemma 10.2 below. (III) Note that #G 4 = 1. In other words, there is only one totally real quartic field K of discriminant ≤ 10 6 for which h + K is odd. This field is K = Q(ζ 16 ) + . This observation is explained by Theorem 13.
(IV) The fields in H 3 , H 4 , H 5 are precisely the totally real fields with discriminant ≤ 10 6 that satisfy conditions (a), (b), (c) of Theorem 3. For such K ∈ H 3 ∪ H 4 ∪ H 5 we know that asymptotic FLT holds over any K ′ that is a 2-extension of K unramified away from the unique prime above 2; in particular, when
A Variant where 2 is not totally ramified. We give an example to show how the proof of Theorem 6 can still be useful in establishing asymptotic FLT, even if 2 does not totally ramify in the field. Let K be the number field generated by a root of x 5 + x 4 − 12x 3 − 21x 2 + x + 5. This is totally real and has degree 5. Moreover, 2 is inert in this field, and we let P = 2O K . Taking V = O × K , we checked that every element of U is a square. The proof of Theorem 6 shows that if (λ, µ) is a solution to the S-unit equation, then after applying a suitable element of S 3 , 0 ≤ ord P (λ) ≤ 4 and ord P (µ) = 0. Thus we may write λ = 2 r λ ′ where 0 ≤ r ≤ 4, and λ ′ , µ are both units. Instead of solving the S-unit equation (5) to apply Theorem 10, we merely have to solve the (easier) unit equations 2 r λ ′ + µ = 1 for 0 ≤ r ≤ 4. Using Magma's inbuilt unit equation solver we find no solutions for r = 0, 2, 3, 4, and precisely one solution for r = 1, which λ ′ = 1, µ = −1. Hence the only solutions to the S-unit equation (5) are the irrelevant ones. Now applying part (B) of Theorem 10 allows us to deduce asymptotic FLT for K.
Another Computational Example. Let {f n } be the sequence of polynomials in (2) . It is easy to see that f n is monic of degree n and belongs to Z[x]. Let α be any root of f n and K n = Q(α).
Lemma 10.1. K n is a totally real field of degree n in which 2 totally ramifies.
. Let β ∈ L be related to α by
.
2. These are the primes above 2 in Q( √
−7).
From f n (α) = 0 it follows that β n = π 2 π 1 , so that x n − π 2 π 1 is π 2 -Eisenstein polynomial. We conclude π 1 , π 2 are totally ramified in the degree n extension L Q( √ −7), and [L ∶ Q] = 2n. Moreover, π 2 π 1 has complex absolute value 1 so σ(β) lies on the unit circle for all embeddings σ ∶ L ↪ C. Note that the Möbius transformation z ↦ √ −7 ⋅ (z + 1) (z − 1) maps β to α and transforms the unit circle into the real line. Thus σ(α) ∈ R for all the embeddings of L, so K is totally real. Moreover L = K( √ −7) and so K has degree n. Finally 2 is not ramified in Q( √ −7), and thus the primes of K above 2 are not ramified in L K. This allows us to deduce that 2 is totally ramified in K.
We ran our Magma implementation of the criterion of Theorem 6 for these fields with 2 ≤ n ≤ 32. Here we took V to be a subgroup of odd index in O × K . We found that every element of U is a square for precisely the following values of n: 1 ≤ n ≤ 6, 8 ≤ n ≤ 14, 15 ≤ n ≤ 20, 23 ≤ n ≤ 27, n = 29, 31, 32. By Theorem 6 asymptotic FLT holds over K n for these values. We note in passing that Magma can compute the full unit group of K n for n ≤ 18, but appears not to be able to do this (unconditionally) for larger values of n.
A comparison of theorems. The following lemma explains observation (II) above. Moreover, it does show that the assumptions of Theorem 6 are weaker than those of Theorem 2. Indeed, Theorem 2 is theoretically useful, but Theorem 6 is more powerful in practice. Proof. Let L be the narrow Hilbert 2-class field of K. By Proposition 5.2, L has exactly one prime above P. Let u ∈ U . We want to prove that u is a square in K. We will in fact first show that it is a square in L and then deduce that it is a square in K.
Note that
K is an extension that is unramified at the finite places, and so
We will apply the Dedekind-Kummer theorem to show that P splits in M . To do this, we first show that
where a i are ideals of O K satisfying a 1 a 2 ⋯ a r . Moreover, by [6, page 79] ,
where
as desired. Now f ≡ X(X − 1) (mod P). It follows from the Dedekind-Kummer theorem [6, Proposition 2.3.9] that P splits in K( √ u). Thus there cannot be exactly one prime above P in L ⊇ M . This contradiction shows that K( √ u) = K.
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An Explanation for (III). The following is a mild generalization of [15, Théorème 5] . It provides an explanation for observation (III) above.
Theorem 13. Let K be a totally real field of degree 2 n for n ≥ 1. Suppose 2 totally ramifies in K, and h
Proof. We first show that every totally positive unit in K is a square. 
As h + K is odd, we have h
In other words, every totally positive unit of K is a square.
We now need some notation. For r ≥ 3, write
Recall that the unique prime above 2 in Q(ζ 2 r ) is generated by (1 − ζ 2 r ) and therefore also by its Galois conjugate (1 + ζ 2 r ). Thus the unique prime above 2 in L r is generated by
It follows from these that γ r ∶= β r + 2 is totally positive and γ 2 is a unit. Claim: β r ∈ K for 3 ≤ r ≤ n + 2. Note that our claim implies the theorem, for applying the claim with r = n + 2 yields Q(ζ 2 n+2 ) + ⊆ K, and as both fields have degree 2 n , so they must be equal.
Let P be the unique prime of K above 2. Then P 2 n = 2O K . As h + K is odd, we see that P = αO K , where α ∈ O K is totally positive. Then 2 α 2 n is a totally positive unit. In follows that 2 α 2 n = s 2 where s is a unit of K. We prove the claim by induction. Suppose n ≥ 1 (if n = 0 then there is nothing to prove). Thus √
2. This establishes our claim for r = 3. For the inductive step, suppose 3 ≤ r ≤ n + 1 and β r ∈ K. Therefore L r ⊆ K and γ r ∈ K. From (14) (
Thus γ r α 
Proof of Theorem 7
All the work done in this paper so far was under the assumption that the fields K considered have a unique prime above 2. In this setting our results were obtained by a careful study of the solutions to S-unit equation with the help of class field theory.
Theorem 7 concerns a family of quadratic fields having two primes above 2. We still study S-unit equation using class field theory, but that alone appears insufficient to yield a complete proof. In particular, we will need the following proposition, whose proof makes use of the theory of linear forms in logarithms and Diophantine approximation. We postpone its proof to Section 12 so as not to disrupt the flow of the argument.
Proposition 11.1. Let τ = 3 + 2 √ 2. The only solutions to the equation
We note that Theorem 7 follows immediately from Theorem 10 and the following lemma, so the rest of this section is devoted to its proof. Lemma 11.2. Let ℓ ≡ 1 (mod 24) be prime, and K = Q( √ ℓ). Write P 1 , P 2 for the two primes of K above 2 and let S = {P 1 , P 2 }. If ℓ > 73 then the solutions to the S-unit equation
, the same conclusion holds with the exception of the S 3 -orbit of
From now on, the notation in this section will be that of Lemma 11.2. Proof. Let P be either P 1 or P 2 . By (9), the class number h K of K is odd. Note
× is generated by the image of
is surjective. The exact sequence in [6, Proposition 3.2.3] tells us that h P 2 = h K .
Recall that the solutions (1 2, 1 2), (−1, 2) and (2, −1) to (16) are called irrelevant, and the other solutions are called relevant. We would like to understand the relevant solutions. For the following, see [9, Lemma 6.4] and its proof.
Lemma 11.4. Up to the action of S 3 , every relevant solution (λ, µ) of (16) has the form
Moreover,
Proof. Suppose η 1 = 1. Thus r 1 = 2s by Lemma 11.6. From (20) we have
The two factors are coprime. Moreover, as 2s = r 1 ≥ r 2 we see that the first factor is positive, and so the second must be positive. Hence
for some positive integers x, y. Let
Then we may rewrite our equations as
We apply Lemma 11.8 to the first equation in (25) . This gives us
and r 2 ≥ 3. Recall that r 1 ≥ 6. Thus s ≥ 3. Hence η 3 = η 2 and s = r 2 −2. Substituting into the second equation in (25) we obtain
Thus ℓy 2 ≡ 2 (mod 3), which is impossible. This completes the proof that η 1 = −1. It remains to show that η 2 = −1. Thus suppose η 2 = 1, hence r 2 is even and we write r 2 = 2s. Now we use (21), which we can rewrite as (2
the factors are positive and coprime. Now the proof is exactly as before.
From Lemma 11.9 and Lemma 11.6 we know now that r 1 , r 2 are odd. We shall write r i = 2s i + 1. We can now make (22) more precise:
We shall denote Galois conjugation in K by x ↦ x.
Lemma 11.10. λµ is totally positive (i.e. positive in both embeddings).
Proof. Let σ 1 , σ 2 ∶ K ↪ R be the two embeddings. Let λ i = σ i (λ) and µ i = σ i (µ).
We are required to show that λ 1 µ 2 > 0 and λ 2 µ 1 > 0. From (26)
Moreover as λ + µ = 1 we have λ 1 + µ 1 = 1 and λ 2 + µ 2 = 1. Thus λ 1 , µ 1 cannot both be negative, and λ 2 , µ 2 cannot both be negative. Examining all the possible signs we find that λ 1 µ 2 and λ 2 µ 1 are both positive.
Lemma 11.11. λµ = ε 2 for some ε ∈ O K .
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Proof. We shall study the ramification for K( √ λµ) K. Note that λµ is totally positive by Lemma 11.10, thus K( √ λµ) K is unramified at the infinite places. Moreover, it is unramified at all finite q ∤ 2 as λµ ∈ O × S . To study ramification at P 1 , P 2 . Note that K P1 = K P2 = Q 2 . There are seven quadratic extensions of Q 2 obtained by adjoining the square-root of one of 5, 3, 7, 2, 6, 10, 14, and these have discriminants 1, 2 2 , 2 2 , 2 3 , 2 3 , 2 3 , 2 3 respectively. As P 2 = P 1 , we see from the valuations in (24) that
2 ). Thus P 2 does not ramify in K( √ λµ). It remains to measure the ramification at P 1 . However, ord P1 (λµ) = r 1 + r 2 . From Lemma 11.9, and Lemma 11.6, we have r 1 ≡ r 2 ≡ 1 (mod 2), and so 2 (r 1 + r 2 ). We deduce that the discriminant of K( √ λµ) K divides P 2 1 . As the ray class number for the modulus P We now complete the proof of Lemma 11.2. From (26)
Recall K = Q( √ ℓ) with ℓ ≡ 1 (mod 24). As ε ∈ O K we may write ε = w 1 + w 2 √ ℓ 2 where w 1 , w 2 ∈ Z, and w 1 ≡ w 2 (mod 2). Now (27) and (28) We rewrite (30) as w 2 and k is a non-negative integer. Hence
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We now apply Proposition 11.1 to deduce that k = 0, η = −1 and s 1 = s 2 (the other solutions in the proposition lead either to the solution (17) or to contradictions with (31) using ℓ ≡ 1 (mod 24)). From (31) we obtain ℓw 2 2 = 2 2s1+3 + 1 = 8 × 4 s1 + 1.
The right-hand side is divisible by 3, and so 3 w 2 . Thus the right-hand side must be divisible by 9. But the right-hand is 0, 6 or 3 modulo 9 according to whether s 1 ≡ 0, 1 or 2 (mod 3). Hence 3 s 1 . Write s 1 = 3t. Then The greatest common divisor of the two factors on the right-hand side is 3. Hence either 2 2t+1 + 1 = 3x 2 , or 2 4t+2 − 2 2t+1 + 1 = 3x 2 , for some integer x. However, both equations are impossible modulo 4, as long as t ≥ 1. If t = 0 then ℓw 2 2 = 9 which is also impossible. This completes the proof of Lemma 11.2 and therefore of Theorem 7.
12. A Diophantine Problem: Proof of Proposition 11.1
In Section 11 we used class field theory to reduce the proof of Theorem 7 to the Diophantine problem in Proposition 11.1. We will now give a proof of that proposition. Throughout this section (k, η, s 1 , s 2 ) will be a solution to (15) . The conclusion of Proposition 11.1 is clear when k = 0. Therefore assume that k ≥ 1. This is true for a = 1, and claim is easily established by induction using the identity ).
But, using the standard number field generalization of the Euler totient function,
and in particular is coprime to k 0 . Thus
).
We deduce that 2s 2 + 3 ≤ ord √ 2 τ Lemma 12.2. The only solutions to (15) with k ≤ 10 3 are as given in Proposition 11.1.
For each value 1 ≤ k ≤ 10 3 , Lemma 12.1 gives us s 2 ≤ ord 2 (k) + 1. In view of (15), we need only check for the possible values of k, s 2 , and η = ±1, if P k − η ⋅ 2 s2 is a power of 2. We wrote a Magma script which did this and the only solutions we found are (k, η, s 1 , s 2 ) = (1, 1, 0, 0), (1, −1, 2, 1),  (2, 1, 3, 2), (2, −1, 4, 2 ).
We will therefore henceforth assume that k > 1000. This makes the forthcoming inequalities easier to deal with. Next we apply the theory of linear forms in logarithms to obtain a bound on k. We know that 2 s2 ≤ 2k by Lemma 12.1. From (15) we obtain √
Let
(34) Λ = (2s 1 + 3) ⋅ log( √ 2) − k ⋅ log(τ ) .
Using the elementary inequality log(1 + x) ≤ 2x for x ≤ 1 2, where we take x = exp(Λ) − 1, we obtain (35) Λ < 12k τ k . Hence (36) 2s 1 + 3 < log(τ ) log( √
2)
+ 12 log( √ 2) ⋅ τ 1000 ⋅ k < 6k .
We now apply the theorem of Baker and Wüstholz for linear forms in logarithms [25, page 225] , where in the notation of that theorem we take:
2, α 2 = τ, n = d = 2, b 1 = 2s 1 + 3, b 2 = −k, B = max{2s 1 + 3, k}.
We find in the notation of that theorem (see also [25, page 22] ) that
The theorem gives (37) log Λ > −C ⋅ log B, where C = 18(n + 1)! ⋅ n n+1 ⋅ (32d) n+2 ⋅ log(2nd) ⋅ h m (α 1 ) ⋅ h m (α 2 ) < 1.33 ⋅ 10 10 .
From (36) we have B < 6k. Thus from (35) and (37) we obtain log k + log 12 − k ⋅ log τ > −C ⋅ log k − C ⋅ log 6. Thus k < C + 1 log τ ⋅ log k + C ⋅ log 6 + log 12 log τ < a + b log k where a = 
